Model Number:
Wood diameter:
Wood length:
Blade length:
Thickness of veneer peeler:
Linear speed of host machine:
Double roller diameter:
Single roller diameter:
Double roller motor power:
Single roller motor power:
Cutting knife motor power:
Rubber roller motor power:
Feeding motor power:
Veneer conveyor motor power:
Total power:
Overall size:
Machine's weight:

YHHDP4
Φ30-Φ550mm
900-1300mm
1500mm
0.8-4.0mm
35-80m/min, 60-120m/min
Φ180mm
Φ150mm
7.5kw*2pcs
5.5kw*2pcs
2.2kw(SERVO MOTOR)
2.2kw
7.5kw(SERVO MOTOR)
1.5kw
39.4kw
4500*1900*1450mm
6200kg

1. Servo Feeding Motor
The feeding motor is 11kw servo motor.
It can guarantee stable machine running,
stable rotatory peeling speed and
accurate veneer thickness. So the
machine can produce high quality
veneer.

2. TAIWAN Feeding Lead
Screw and Screw Nut
The machine uses mining equipment's
feeding lead screw, which is made by
TAIWAN technology. The feeding lead
screw is made by special steel, the screw
nut is made by copper. It has very high
feeding accuracy and guarantee accurate
veneer thickness. The standard feeding
screw diameter is 70mm. Diameter can be
100mm according to client's requirement.

3. Siemens Motor
YIHE complete set of plywood equipment
supporting Siemens motor or Shandong
Huali motor, the power voltage and
frequency can customized according to
different countries and regions.

4. Electroplating Peeling
Roller
All peeling rollers of YIHE veneer peeling
machine are quenched and electroplating
process, the rigidity is better, we can
choose the right roller patterns to meet
your different wood species according to
different kinds of veneer and wood.

5. France Schneider Electrical
Parts of Panel Box
All YIHE veneer peeling machines use
advanced PLC control system and France
Schneider brand electrical parts. Operate
easily and long service life.

Shandong Linyi Jianye Shunda Machinery Co., Ltd.(formerly Linyi Jianye
Machinery Factory)founded in 1991, is a set of production, sales, service,
reach and development as one of the multi-company and multi-category
professional manufacturers of wood machinery, It is a modern
management services company, under the construction industry Shunda
Machinery Manufactur of Zhu Bao Branch, Jianye Rubber Products

Factory and Jinze import and Export Co., Ltd.
After more than 20 years of continuous development and growth, under
the sincere cultivation of the vast number of customers and the joint
efforts of all the employees of the company, Now we have the brand of
"Yihe" and six categories of series.Glue spreader machine series, drying
machine series, hot press machine series, sawing machine series, in the
patchwork (scraper) series and rubber products series.Become more
than 40 kinds of products of large and medium-sized wood machinery
professional manufacturers.
The company always adheres to the service aim of the brand, high
efficiency, honesty and pragmatism, and sincerely expects to cooperate,
develop and progress with domestic and foreign businessmen.With
sophisticated equipment, advanced processing technology and perfect
testing methods, the company continuously improves its technical level
and strives to provide satisfactory professional and personalized
wood-based panel machinery manufacturing and service for the vast
majority of wood processing enterprises at home and abroad.Domestic
and foreign businessmen are welcome to visit.
For more information, please visit our company website:
www.yihemachinery.com

Contacter: Aaron Ong
Email: aaron.ong@yihemachinery.com
sdlinyimachinery@gmail.com
WhatsApp/WeChat: +86 150 5393 3179

